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Abstract.

We describe how we have used the Clarens Grid Services Toolkit to develop powerful
application and browser-level interfaces to the ROOT and Pythia codes used widely in the
HEP Community. The Clarens toolkit is a code-base that was initially developed under the
auspices of the Grid Analysis Environment project at Caltech, with the goal of enabling users
to bring the full power of the Grid to their desktops, while at the same time not altering the
look, feel and interface of the users chosen analysis tool. By wrapping existing applications, and
providing a well documented API to the wrapper, clients are able to exchange commands, data
and results using standard protocols including XML-RPC, HTTP and HTTPS. In particular,
we have implemented a wrapper to the Pythia particle collision simulation code, and developed
an encapsulated form of the ROOT environment, called a ROOTlet, that allows the power of the
Grid to be easily applied to HEP simulation and analysis tasks. These developments, together
with some usage and monitoring summaries, are covered in this paper.

1. Introduction

CERN’s Large Hadron Collider is due to begin operations in 2008, and at that time several large
experiments will begin to accumulate particle collision data at continuous rates from several
hundred MBytes per second, up to over a GByte per second. The data will be distributed
over international networks[7] to collaborating institutes and universities, where it will be
processed and analyzed by physicists and engineers engaged in the experiments. The experiment
collaborations each number several thousand scientists, who are spread among hundreds of
institutes situated in all World regions.

Up to now, the TeraGrid has played a significant role in providing compute resources for
in-depth detector simulations that have been used to study the performance of CERNs CMS
experiments apparatus in particular, and its capabilities for precise measurements of LHC
collision data. In this paper we describe work that is enabling the TeraGrid to offer attractive
physics analysis services to the LHC community.



2. The Grid Analysis Environment

The GAE consists of a collection of components (services, portlets and portals) that provide a
transparent environment for a physicist to perform batch or interactive analysis in a distributed
dynamic environment. These components expose functionality to physicists wanting to perform
tasks such as identifying data catalogs (and datasets), submit (complex) workflows, providing fair
access to resources through priority and accounting (administration), monitoring job progress
and storage and retrieval of the results.

Currently, support is available for:
Remote data access, through a file service and the ability to visualize ROOT files (format

used by physicists for data storage and analysis) Browser based access to various CMS-
specific production services Remote shell access for command line processing Dynamic discovery
of services. Search for new or existing services and interact with these services through
an associated portlet. Support for Virtual Organization Management (VO) Scheduling/Job
submission. Portlet to submit jobs to multiple submission systems (e.g. Condor, PBS,) . Global
Monitoring. Create global views of the system health or zoom in to a particular site for analysis
and diagnostics. Job Monitoring. Interaction with running jobs (e.g view log files, suspend,
kill).

The monitoring and control aspects of the GAE are managed by Caltechs MonALISA
framework. This framework is designed as a set of autonomous agent-based dynamic services
that collect and analyze real-time information from a wide variety of sources (Grid nodes,
network routers and switches, running jobs, video devices as part of Evo[5]). MonALISA’s[8]
multi-threaded, self-describing agents collaborate on processing and analyzing the information
they gather, so enabling them to perform a wide range of monitoring and/or control
tasks. Higher level functions encoded in the agents support automated control decisions and
global optimization of workflows in complex Grid systems, and other large-scale distributed
applications. Agents executing in the MonALISA servers organize and collaborate with each
other so as to manage access to distributed resources, to make effective workflow planning
decisions, to respond to problems that affect multiple sites, or to carry out other globally-
distributed tasks.

The Grid Portal / Web Service middleware used is Clarens, (clarens.sourceforge.net), which
is described in the following section.

3. The Clarens Grid Portal Toolkit

The Clarens toolkit[14], available in C/Python[10] and Java[13], enables X509 based, secure,
authenticated, and authorized access to resources through web services supporting multiple
protocols such as XML-RPC, SOAP, and JSON. Clarens offers hierarchical group based access
control in addition to perform authorization using VOMS[4], and has several ready to use clients
(ROOT, python, java, javascript in a browser) for various portal developments. Clarens is
used by several other projects within High Energy Physics including CMS data production[15],
HotGrid[12], LambdaStation[2][3], and JobMon[11].

In addition to being made available in the Virtual Data Toolkit used by the Open Science
Grid and other HEP projects, the Clarens source code is also integrated in the main source code
repository used by the CMS experiment, which eases the deployment of the Clarens toolkit by
HEP institutes worldwide, and helps the development of useful services both inside and outside
the HEP community.

A need was identified for a lightweight version of the Clarens server that could be deployed
as a ”personal server” or easily embedded into other projects. Thus a ClarensLight server
was developed with minimal hardware and software requirements - any system with a Python
language interpreter. This server was subsequently embedded in the CMS experiments
production software where it is used for inter-component communication.



4. Portal Applications

4.1. ROOTlets

ROOT (root.cern.ch) is the de facto analysis tool of choice in HEP, and is widely used in that
community. The vast majority of physics analyses undertaken by LHC physicists use ROOT as a
tool for I/O, processing, filtering, fitting, histogramming, plotting and production of publication-
ready graphics.

In collaboration with Indiana University we have been working on facilitating ROOT-based
analysis in the Grid, by the use of Clarens and the NaradaBrokering[9] publish/subscribe
framework. The ”ROOTlet” service makes one or more instances of the complete, unadulterated,
ROOT analysis application available to lightweight client environments, most notably ROOT
itself.

It should be noted that this is different from the currently available PROOF parallel
processing scheme in ROOT, which is designed for operation on a cluster, and relies on
low latency inter-node communication to form a virtual ROOT supercomputer. Instead, the
ROOTlet service is latency tolerant and scalable to the worldwide Grid, allowing for independent
execution of ROOT code by authenticated and authorized users in a sandbox on a Clarens server,
with processing by either the server itself or compute nodes in a cluster controlled by a batch
scheduler.

Monitoring and status notification is handled by the NaradaBrokering publish/subscribe
infrastructure to provide a scalable Grid Analysis environment as shown in Figure 1. ROOT
clients and the individual ROOTlet instances connect to the broker network, which is also
available to outside entities like MonALISA to provide monitoring and notification functionality.

The ROOTlet service has been deployed on the Caltech Tier 2, as well as the 64 bit
environment of the TeraGrid at the San Diego Supercomputing Center. On the TeraGrid the
ROOTlet service is currently deployed at the San Diego Supercomputing Center using ROOT
version 5.12 and the open source Torque batch scheduling system derived from PBS. A limited
number of users are allowed to execute jobs using their own TeraGrid acccounts.

At Caltech a prototype deployment uses the HotGrid graduated security implementation
to also provide limited access to weakly authenticated users through a group account. The
Torque/PBS scheduler is used to enforce CPU and storage quotas for these users.

Figure 2 shows in a dramatic fashion the effect of an increase in computing power available
to an individual physicist: with only a desktop computer, the analysis produces a signal that
is hardly discernible (left panel), whereas the ROOTlet analysis shows a clear signal for the
detection of a Higgs particle (right panel).

4.2. Pythia

A CMS Pythia generator service was developed for simulation of CMS data using input provided
by the user. As with the ROOTlet service, user jobs can be run either on the server or on worker
nodes controlled by a batch scheduler. Since the input for the Pythia service consist not of user
code but of so-called datacards, or parameter files, it was possible to develop a web browser
based interface, or ”portal” to the service. The portal allows user-friendly interaction to Pythia,
including job submission, datacard upload and result data download functionality, as shown in
Figure 3.

The portal web interface is hosted by the Clarens server, and is loaded into the users browser
as a standalone AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript and XML) application communicating with
the Pythia and related web services on the service host using the JSON (Javascript Object
Notation) message format.



Figure 1. The ROOTlet service architecture: 0. The Clarens server publishes its service
descriptions to a Narada broker, 1. Using these descriptions, clients (ROOT, AJAX Web
browser, Java GUI, Python script etc.) on the Grid contact one or more Clarens ROOTlet
services that 2. create ROOTlet instances (e.g. using the PBS scheduler) on compute nodes in
one or more clusters. 3. Once started, ROOTlet instances publish their status via a Narada
broker 4. to interested clients, e.g. a ROOT visualization.

5. Future Plans

A particularly advantageous aspect of the US-LHC, OSG and TeraGrid computing infrastructure
is the co-location and/or very high bandwidth access between Tier2 and TeraGrid RP facilities at
some sites, for example at SDSC. We intend to use substantial dedicated storage (10-20 TBytes
initially) at the SDSC and Indiana TeraGrid RPs to mirror hot parts of the analysis datasets
from CMS, so providing Tier2/3 users the availability of TeraGrid-based ROOTlet c̈rowds̈for
remote analysis.

6. Conclusions

Substantial progress has been made in deploying High Energy Physics distributed analysis and
data production on the TeraGrid. These services allow physicists from around the world to
leverage the TeraGrid resources from familiar analysis applications as well as the ubiquitous
web browser, user-written scripts and full blown client applications if they so choose. This
flexibility meets the needs of a demanding class of power users that are used to having low level
access to resources, but also need the convenience of user friendly tools to help improve overall
productivity.

These Pythia and ROOTlet services are able to leverage the graduated security services



Figure 2. A ROOT-based analysis on low statistics local data (left hand plot) and the results
from the same analysis when run in many remote ROOTlet services, using higher statistics event
data.

developed as part of the related NESSSI portal project.
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